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Abstract. Optimising processes in a supply chain can benefit enor-
mously all participating companies and the entire supply chain, e.g. for
cost-cutting or profit raising. Traditionally, simulation-based technolo-
gies are used for such purposes. However, such methods can be expen-
sive and under-performing when the solution space is too large to be
adequately explored. Biologically inspired computing approaches such as
swarm intelligence algorithms are uniquely suited to solve complex, expo-
nential, vectorial problems, such as those posed by multi-product supply
chains connected with a large and diverse customer base and transporta-
tion methods. Although swarm intelligence algorithms have been used to
optimise supply chains before, there has been little work on formalising
and optimising the layer-egg supply chain, or the supply chain of a per-
ishable product - where same/similar produce can be packaged to form
different product offerings to seek optimised configurations for different
buyers based on different pricing and cost structures. In this paper, we
introduce two new Swarm Intelligence algorithms and use them to opti-
mise the profits of participating suppliers in a real-world layer-egg supply
chain using its operational data, trade network, and demand & supply
models. Several swarm intelligence algorithms were discussed and their
performance were compared. Through this, we aim to understand how
the complex domain of real-life layer-egg supply chain may be suitably
formalised and optimised in a bid to help improve and sustain layer-egg
supply chain’s financial well-beings.

Keywords: Artificial Intelligence, Swarm Intelligence, Particle Swarm
Optimisation, optimisation, Supply Chain Management

1 Introduction

A supply chain (SC) can be understood in terms of inter-connected activities
that together produce and deliver products and services from the suppliers to
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the end-consumers [1]. Supply Chain Management (SCM) is about strategic
coordination of businesses in the supply chain with the purpose of improving the
long-term performance of individual companies and the supply chain as a whole
[2]. According to a 2014 study by Deloitte, almost 80% of companies that are
leaders in SCM have higher revenue growth on average and almost 70% of those
leaders have a higher than average profit margin [3]. This study further states
that leaders in SCM were 75% more likely to use some kinds of optimisation
software. We can conclude from this study that the better the SCM of a company
the more likely they are to obtain higher revenues and profits. However, to
obtain a highly performed supply chain, optimisation software can play a vital
role in it. Traditionally, simulation techniques are widely used. However, such
techniques are more useful to explore specific business scenarios and not suitable
for optimisation purposes, esp. when the solution space is very large. To overcome
such limitations, we apply our new AI algorithms, including an improved Particle
Swarm Optimisation (PSO) and an improved Swarm Intelligence Based (SIB)
algorithm and compare their performance with a standard SIB algorithm using
real-world Sc business data.

1.1 A Supply Chain Case Study: Taiwanese Layer-Egg Industry

The supply chain case study consists of Taiwanese egg farmers, dealers and
customers and the transportation links that connect each of them. The number
of eggs produced per day is determined by the number of laying hens an egg
farmer owns. These farms can be of varying sizes and are located all over Taiwan.
Egg farms can also be categorised on quality e.g. organic, semi-organic or those
that have gained certifications from the government on the ethical treatment of
animals.

A dealer is an individual or a company that may or may not own their own
egg farms but collects eggs from farms and supplies eggs to customers. A dealer’s
customers maybe supermarkets, hypermarkets, grocery stores, cooperative buy-
ers, restaurants and bakeries. The dealer can either collect the eggs from the
farms and processes the eggs in their facilities before selling the eggs, or they
can broker a sale between a farmer and a customer. The dealer almost always
is responsible for the transportation of the eggs either from the farm to their
own facilities, or from the farm directly to the customer. Once the eggs arrive
in the dealer’s warehouse it is either washed or cleaned and then packed. If the
eggs are washed they need to be kept refrigerated. After the eggs are washed
or cleaned, they are packed using different packaging materials that may be of
different sizes to form different products.

A large or medium sized truck is usually used to transport the eggs from the
farms to the dealer’s warehouse. These third party operated trucks can be used
to transport other commodities as well or could be used only for eggs. Similarly,
large, medium or small sized trucks are used to transport the processed eggs
from the dealer’s warehouse to the customer’s warehouse. Smaller orders and
last-mile deliveries are sometimes done through taxi-services like Uber. Washed
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eggs that need to be kept refrigerated are transported using a refrigerated truck.
Each truck has a limited capacity and different running costs.

A consumer is someone who will buy eggs from a supermarket, hypermarket,
grocery-store, or via a cooperative (bulk) buying with other consumers. They
may also be someone who buys directly from the dealer to produce other prod-
ucts, e.g. a bakery or restaurant. Because the consumers may access products
through different sales channels, this selling method is called the multi-channel
sales model. This supply chain is therefore a multi-product, multi-channel sales
supply chain with differential pricing and costing structure that is attached with
the volume of sales and supplier’s contracts. Further, certain constraints are
in place, e.g. a farm may only produce a certain amount of eggs of a particular
quality, a customer may only buy a maximum number of eggs in several different
packaging, trucks have a maximum capacity and costs.

When there is only a few products, farms, customers and a single dealer,
the most profitable combination can be found by enumerating all possible sales
models, subtracting their associate costs, and selecting the most profitable com-
binations. However, as the number of variables increases, the size of the prob-
lem/solution space may increase to such a degree that it is no longer compu-
tationally feasible to identify and compare each and every combinations. Such
problems are regarded as hard problems.

Instead of finding the absolute optimal solutions, optimisation algorithms
are often used to find as optimal a solution as possible for hard problems [4].
This means the solution found through optimisation might not necessarily be the
best solution, but a good enough one given a limited time. Swarm Intelligence
algorithms are one of such successful optimisation algorithms [5]. In this paper,
we therefore exploit three of such algorithms and discuss their performance.

2 Literature Review

For hard problems, a brute-force or enumeration type of approach is unfeasible
given the possible combinations of values, or the size of the search space. In such
cases, an alternative approach to finding solutions is needed.

Particle Swarm Optimisation (PSO) Algorithm: The PSO algorithm
came about as an attempt to simulate the social behaviours of animals in the
natural world - where each animal is formulated as a particle with cognitive
ability. [6] created an optimisation algorithm that was efficient in terms of com-
putational memory and speed. They encoded each particle as a possible solution
to a problem, and the search space being the domain of all possible solutions in
which the particles conduct a search. Each particle’s position is a matrix which
stores the values of dimensions of the search space. In order for each particle to
move in the search space, a velocity function produces a speed and direction,
at which it moves through the search space. After each iteration, the particle’s
position is adjusted based on its velocity. While the PSO is designed for contin-
uous search spaces, position values can be rounded up and suitable stochastic
strategies can be used for error recovery to suit discrete domains.
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Furthermore, the PSO algorithm can use a “social-network”, or a neigh-
bourhood of informants, as a way to delay the spread of information among
the swarm, resulting in a more complete search [16]. As informants act like an
additional source of information, they enhance the ability of other particles so
that they can ”see” beyond their own cognitive ability. The information that
is spread through the swarm pertains to the best position that each particle
has been. Of the many neighbourhood configurations, one of them is the Ring
Neighbourhood topology, where each particle is connected to two other parti-
cles [16]. In this configuration, each particle acts as an informant and share its
position with its two neighbours. This information sharing enables the identifi-
cation of the “Global Best” position for all particles, leading to the converging
to this position over time. A constriction coefficient was later added to PSO for
high dimensional search spaces [17] and a modified Constrained Particle Swarm
Optimisation (CPSO) was used to optimise engineering design problems [18].

PSO for Supply Chain Optimisation: [7] applied the PSO algorithm in
a single-vendor-single-buyer inventory problem, with the objective function to
minimise the total cost of the supply chain. It has also been used in the strategic
planning of a biomass supply chain with the objective function being the optimal
amount of biomass to be harvested and the best technology to produce energy
[8]. Another study used a modified PSO algorithm to optimise a petroleum
supply chain with the objective function to reduce costs [9]. The PSO algorithm
was also applied to a multi-echelon automotive supply chain with the objective
function of minimising operating costs [10]. We found PSO algorithms suitable
to solve supply chain types of problems, because they do not require gradient
information for the objective functions, but only their values. Furthermore, we
couldn’t find previous case-studies on the PSO being used on discrete search
spaces of a supply chain that will be an interesting exploration.

Swarm Intelligence Based (SIB) Algorithm: Like the PSO algorithm, the
SIB algorithm has a swarm consisting of particles that are potential solutions,
but unlike the PSO there is no velocity update function, instead it uses the MIX
and MOVE operations [11]. In the MIX operation, every particle produces two
new particles that contain selected elements from the Global Best and Infor-
mant’s Best positions - these are produced using the particle’s position and are
called mixwGB and mixwLB respectively [11]. In the MOVE operation, the
mixwGB and mixwLB are evaluated using the objective function and the par-
ticle assumes the best position out of the mixwGB and mixwLB [11]. However,
if the particle is evaluated to be better than the mixwGB and mixwLB, then
some elements of the particle are randomly changed in a process called ‘random
jump’ [11]. While PSO algorithms are designed for optimising continuous search
spaces, SIB algorithms are suited for discrete domains without needing modifica-
tions [11] and has been used in designing computer experiments [12], optimising
super saturated designs of Hadamard matrices [13], target localisation of radio
frequencies [14] and minimising energy demands [15].
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3 Methodology

The Taiwanese layer-egg supply chain consists of multiple product offerings,
diverse customer bases, product-dependent transport modes, differential pric-
ing and costing structure that are governed by supply and demand constraints.
Given the enormous amount of factors for consideration, an enumeration based
approach for finding the most profitable combinations of products to supply
is not feasible. Although the PSO algorithm has been used to optimise supply
chains before, there has been no work on formalising and optimising the layer-
egg supply chain or supply chains with similar input variables and constraints.
Furthermore, the SIB algorithm while applied to other problems has never been
used to optimise a supply chain. As a result, in this paper we will attempt to
optimise the Taiwanese layer-egg supply chain from the dealer to customer us-
ing our newly devised CPSO+, a previous SIB, and our newly modified SIBv
algorithms. We will use the supply chain’s profitability as the objective function.
We aim to determine whether it is possible to model and optimise this supply
chain given its complex nature and its many inter-related variables and con-
straints. We will then compare the performance of these three algorithms. Via
this research, we hope to shade some lights to egg suppliers in improving their
financial well-being by allocating the best combinations of produce to customers
while meeting supply and demand constraints.

3.1 Formalising Problem Domain and Algorithms

We examined a Taiwanese layer-egg supply chain of 30 farms, 78 product offer-
ings, 82 customers of different types, and 4 modes of transport. This data was
provided by the National University of Taiwan under the “Intelligent agricul-
ture for layer industry” program funded by Ministry of Science and Technol-
ogy, Taiwan (MOST 108-2321-B-001-016-). This data was formalised in a prob-
lem domain below: D = (Customer, Customer-type, Region-of-customer, Prod-
uct, Product-type, Core-cost-per-product, Order-per-product-customer, Price-
per-product, Discount-per-order, Price-per-product-customer, Transport-type,
Cost-transport-per-product-customer).

The Customer is an individual buyer. Customer-type refers to the types of
customers, e.g. hypermarket, supermarket, bakery, etc. Product denotes the to-
tal number of Product-types sold, where a Product-type may be a box of 6 eggs
that have been pre-washed. Core-cost-per-product represents the core cost in-
cluding the costs of producing, packing and processing the eggs at the farmers’
and dealers’. Price-per-product is the standard price that a Customer pays for
a Product-type. This does not include any volume based/negotiated discounts -
which is denoted by Discount-per-order. Price-per-product-customer is the price
paid by a Customer for the Product-type after the discount, if any. Region-of-
customer is the geographical location of the Customer that is used to calculate
the Cost-transport-per-product-customer which is the cost to transport a Prod-
uct to a Customer. Transport-type is the type of transport, e.g. the size of the
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truck and whether it is refrigerated or not. It is also used to calculate the Cost-
transport-per-product-customer along with the Order-per-product-customer. The
Order-per-product-customer is the quantity sold for a Product-type to a Cus-
tomer. Equation 1 therefore denotes the total revenue of all product offerings to
all customers.

Sales =

n∑
i=1

m∑
j=1

o∑
k=1

p∑
l=1

Customeri ∗ Product− typej∗

(Order − per − product− customerk
∗ Price− per − product− customerl)

(1)

Where Customeri denotes a particular customer i ; Product-typej denotes a
Product-type j, and Order-per-product-customerk denotes the amount of Product-
typej purchased by Customeri at the Price-per-product-customerl . This indicates
that each customer (e.g. a supermarket) may purchase a number of different
product types, e.g. 5,000 boxes of eggs of six, and 1,000 boxes of boxes of 12.
The summation of all customers’ total purchase makes the total sales of the
company.

Cost =

m∑
c=1

n∑
o=1

k∑
t=1

(Customerc ∗ Core− cost− per − producto

∗Order − per − product− customero)

+ (Customerc ∗Order − per − product− customero
∗ Transport− per − product− customert)

(2)

We define the total costs for the supply chain to be the sum of the core
production cost and the transportation cost. The total core cost is the summation
of all of the cost to generate products bought by all customers; where as the
total transportation cost is the summation of all of the transportation cost of all
products for all customers. The total profit of the supply chain is therefore the
difference between the sales from Equation 1 and the costs from Equation 2, as
denoted in Equation 3.

Profit = Sales− Costs (3)

The total profit is the objective function that we will maximise through
the optimisation process. The Order-per-product-customer is the quantity of a
Product-type supplied to a Customer - which needs to be within the upper limit
of the demand for that customer and for that product type. It also needs to stay
within the limits of total product types available, for the solution to be valid.
Each particle is a matrix of Order-per-product-customer to indicate the different
configurations of supply for all Product-types and for all Customers, together they
make the entire swarm. Each optimisation algorithm initialises each particle with
random but valid values. By optimising the quantities supplied, the algorithms
find an optimal combination that reduces the core and transportation cost, and
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also the optimal combination of product sales, thus yielding the highest profit
while keeping within the product supply and customer demand boundaries.

Constrained Particle Swarm Optimisation+ (CPSO+) : We modified
the original CPSO algorithm as proposed by [18] by enhancing the cognitive
abilities of particles by accessing information through their informants. Instead
of using Global Best as a guide in [18], we have chosen to use informants as a
way of conveying information about the best positions seen by the swarm. This
allows a gradual information spread, thereby reducing the chances of converging
to a local optimum prematurely. The new velocity function of CPSO+ is given
below.

vt+1
i ←χ

[
vti + c1 ∗ rand(x∗,ti − x

t
i) + c2 ∗ rand(x+,t

i − xti)
]

(4)

χ =
2

|2− ϕ−
√
ϕ2 − 4ϕ|

(5)

Where vt+1
i is the new velocity, vti is the previous velocity, rand is a random

number between 0 and 1, x∗,ti is the best position seen by a particle, xti is the
particle’s current position and x+,t

i is the best position seen by the particle and
its informants. χ is the constriction coefficient that was added to the original
PSO algorithm to help it converge in multi-dimensional search spaces and it was
proposed that ϕ:=c1 + c2 > 4 [17]. For this project, we found setting c1 and
c2 to 2.05 produce successful results similar to [18]. After each iteration, each
particle would move through the search space by adding the velocity matrix to
the current position matrix as seen in Equation 6.

xt+1
i ← vt+1

i + xti (6)

xt+1
i is the new position obtained after adding the velocity vt+1

i to the previous
position xti. As PSO are used for continuous numbers, we need to modify the
algorithm and round up position values to their nearest integers. Furthermore, if
this new position returns an unfeasible solution, we would replace it by a random
value that obeys the constraints. Once a valid new xt+1

i is found, we calculate
its profitability by applying the objective functions as described in Equations 1,
2 & 3 and this process repeats for all particles in each iteration.

The SIB Algorithm: [11] describes SIB as where particles are enhanced by
comparing itself with the informants (lbest) and global best (gbest) particles to
identify target cells to be exchanged. Once they are found, a partial swap of cells
are executed, resulting in two new particles mixwLB and mixwGB respectively.
However, if the swap results in a position that would break demand or supply
constraints, then the swap does not take place. The profitability and the objective
functions are defined in Equations 1, 2 and 3 and presented as function max()
in the pseudo code. These results are compared and if mixwGB or mixwLB
yield a higher profit value, then particle assumes the position of mixwGB or
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mixwLB that yielded the highest value. However, if the particle’s position yields
the highest profit value, then a portion of the values in the particle’s position
are randomly changed (random jump) as described in Algorithm 1 below.

Algorithm 1 The SIB Algorithm

1: procedure MIX
2: q = number of values to replace
3: for all particles in swarm do
4: lbest ← max(particle, informant1, informant2)
5: diff ← | particle’s position - lbest position |
6: mixwLB ← swap q number of diff cells from lbest into particle

7: for all particles in swarm do
8: gbest ← max(swarm)
9: diff ← | particle’s position - gbest position |

10: mixwGB ← swap q number of diff cells from gbest into particle

11: procedure MOVE
12: for all particles in swarm do
13: if particle = max(particle, mixwGB, mixwLB) then
14: new position ← random jump
15: else
16: new position ← max(particle, mixwGB, mixwLB)

The SIBv Algorithm: Our SIBv algorithm is a variant and an improved
version of SIB where each particle is compared with the global best (gbest)
and informants’ best (lbest). However, unlike in the SIB algorithm where direct
swaps of cells are performed; in the SIBv, we use a randomised point between
the particle’s and the target particle’s value. However, if the chosen random
value breaks the supply or demand constraints, then a legal random jump is
sought to meet constraints. This approach gives a directional, goal-oriented, but
more systematic and finer-grained refinement approach with less opportunities
to miss global optimum between movements. It also uses suitable randomisation
to explore the solution space, thereby avoiding trapped in a local optimum.
Algorithm 2 gives the procedure MIX for the gbest algorithm which has the
same procedure logic for lbest. SIBv deploys the same MOVE procedure logic as
in SIB.

Algorithm 2 The Global Best algorithm of SIBv

1: procedure MIX
2: q = number of values to replace
3: for all particles in swarm do
4: gbest ← max(swarm)
5: diff ← | particle’s position - gbest position |
6: for q numbers of diff cells in particle & gbest do
7: r ← rand(particle position value, gbest position value)
8: mixwGB ← replace q number of diff cells of particle with r
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3.2 Experiments Setup and Results

All algorithms follow the same supply chain model. Each algorithm was run for
500 iterations and with 20 particles. A ring-topology neighbourhood was used to
choose informants. Each algorithm was run 30 times on the same computer and
each time the swarm was randomly initialised. In Figures 1, 2 & 3 we can see
the iteration count on the x-axis and the profit value returned by the algorithm
on the y-axis. All three algorithms were able to find better solutions from the
randomly initialised starting positions and return results that met demand and
supply constraints.

Fig. 1: CPSO+ Gbest Profit Trends

Fig. 2: SIB Gbest Profit Trends

Fig. 3: SIBv Gbest Profit Trends
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Table 1 gives the summary of the experiment results. Based on these results,
we see that the new SIBv (SIB variant) algorithm returned configurations that
yielded the highest maximum profit value compared to the SIB and CPSO+
algorithms, and also had the highest median profit value. This may be due to
the fact that the SIBv algorithm is in a sense a “combined” algorithm of the
other two - where particles take an “elite” selection approach of SIB to move
towards a more superior position, but it also adopts the PSO algorithm where
a more systematic and incremental step is taken that may give it competitive
advantages. However, the newly modified CPSO+ algorithm was able to find
configurations that yielded the highest profit values at the worse case scenario
and on average. The SIB algorithm produced the highest standard deviation
(18,476.66) for finding its final converged profit values, when it is compared
with the other two algorithms. This corroborates the phenomena shown in Fig
1, 2 and 3, where the SIB algorithm’s converging values are further away from
each other when it is compared with the other two algorithms.

CPSO+ SIB SIBv

Final
profit values

Max $ 1,651,106.64 $ 1,647,783.13 $ 1,651,870.06
Min $ 1,615,112.88 $ 1,569,280.95 $ 1,596,824.42
Mean $ 1,629,354.38 $ 1,625,019.43 $ 1,629,066.25
Median $ 1,628,415.95 $ 1,629,700.02 $ 1,630,742.75
StdDev 9998.13 18473.66 12123.24

Iteration to
convergence

Max 494 435 497
Min 11 4 2
Mean 265 191 209
Median 277 156 170
StdDev 157.77 140.33 160.81

Table 1: Performance Comparison of CPSO+, SIB and SIBv algorithms

In Table 1, the ‘Iteration to convergence’ refers to the iteration number on
which the algorithm was able to find the highest profit value of the run. The SIB
algorithm on average (mean) and in terms of median requires the lowest number
of iterations to reach its convergence. This means SIB is generally able to find
a stable answer quicker than the other two algorithms. It also has the lowest
standard deviation to show that this performance is rather consistent. In this
experiment, although SIBv algorithm produced the best results for profits for
both the Max and Median categories, its converge rate may be varied. It achieved
the fastest convergence iterations (2) but also obtained the highest convergence
iteration (497). Based on these results we found that the newly modified SIBv
algorithm returns the highest profit values (Max); while the newly modified
CPSO+ algorithm produced the highest profit values at the worse case scenario
(Min). We also found that the CPSO+ algorithm returns the most consistent
results for finding the highest profit values (smallest StdDev).
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4 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we explored an agriculture sector where Artificial Intelligence
algorithms are not often utilised. We demonstrated how complex, sometimes
messy, real-world layer-egg trade data may be formalised and captured in formal
models. We then demonstrated successful optimising approaches with promising
results. We have constructed both of the demand and supply models for the
layer-egg market in Taiwan, and have created a buyer’s model based on their
purchasing and trading patterns. In addition, we have merged these models
with relevant warehousing, vehicle and logistics information, and costing and
pricing structures to form a coherent layer-egg supply chain network. Such formal
models enable us to deploy our newly modified CPSO+ and SIBv algorithms to
compare with the traditional SIB algorithm when seeking the optimisation of
profits for egg sales over the supply chain. We found that the newly modified
SIBv algorithm returns the highest profit values (Max); while the newly modified
CPSO+ algorithm produced the highest profit values at the worse case scenario
(Min). All the algorithms have been deployed using a standard laptop and the
run time required for these algorithms to successfully yield high quality results
is relatively short. They are also efficient in using computational memory.

Based on the successful formalisation and optimisation of the Taiwanese
layer-egg supply chain, we believe more features of the supply Chain can be
added and optimised using the swarm intelligence algorithms. Additional fea-
tures for consideration may be time issues on transportation, egg qualities over
time as they are left on shelves unsold, and product damages and returns, etc.

Due to the stochastic nature of the algorithms, it is impossible to say how
close each algorithm’s particle’s positions were to the true global maximum.
Further experiments with all algorithms starting from the same initial particle
positions could yield additional insights into their comparative performance.
Given the large number of variables in the supply chain, it was also not possible
to capture all variables, or whether the algorithms were able to find a global
optimum. Further experiments with these algorithms on discrete search spaces
should yield additional insights. Additionally, although volume based discount
is included, buyer’s behavioural changes due to discounts is not included that
will be an interesting extension of this work.
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